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Abstract— In this paper we present a new data-driven method
for pixel-level scene text segmentation from a single natural
image. Although scene text detection, i.e. producing a text
region mask, has been well studied in the past decade, pixellevel text segmentation is still an open problem due to the
lack of massive pixel-level labeled data for supervised training.
To tackle this issue, we incorporate text region mask as an
auxiliary data into this task, considering acquiring large-scale
of labeled text region mask is commonly less expensive and
time-consuming. To be specific, we propose a mutually guided
network which produces a polygon-level mask in one branch
and a pixel-level text mask in the other. The two branches’
outputs serve as guidance for each other and the whole network
is trained via a semi-supervised learning strategy. Extensive
experiments are conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of
our mutually guided network, and experimental results show our
network outperforms the state-of-the-art in pixel-level scene text
segmentation. We also demonstrate the mask produced by our
network could improve the text recognition performance besides
the trivial image editing application.
Index Terms— Semi-supervised, scene text segmentation,
mutually guided network.

I. I NTRODUCTION

S

CENE text detection is the process of localizing text
regions in a natural image, which has been widely
studied in the past decade. With the increasing development of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), a series of
works [2]–[4] have been proposed in the research community.
However, this task only produces coarse-grained masks of
the texts, which limits its application to more fine-grained
scenarios such as image editing (copying-and-pasting the text,
changing the visual effects of text, etc.) or inpainting. As a
result, pixel-level scene text segmentation has become an
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emerging topic recently, which is proven quite challenging.
The difficulties result from that, in the wild, scene texts may
differ in various colors, fonts and the aligned shapes. Early
image processing based algorithm MSER [5] + SWT [6]
simply detects the texts based on the prior knowledge of stroke
width and connected regions in the image, lacking of enough
learning based mechanism. Therefore, its performance is far
from being applicable to the images in the wild. CNNs based
methods, on the other hand, are proven effective for learning
various cases, while its bottleneck lies in its high reliance
on the large scale data, especially that manually labeled
by human beings. For this reason, considering the existing
available datasets TotalText [7] and ICDAR-2013 [8] only
contain less than 3k samples, Bonechi et al. [9] propose two
relatively large datasets COCO-TS and MLT-S, making the
number around 20k. However, as the datasets are labeled by
the machine, the pixel-level mask ground truths contain much
noise so as to be unsuitable for strong supervised training.
To this end, we propose to improve pixel-level scene
text segmentation by using the available datasets as
semi-supervision to train a neural network. We take advantages
of the polygon-level masks (or bounding boxes) of the texts,
which are easily obtained in the existing datasets for text
detection, to serve as a guidance for the pixel-level text segmentation. Specifically, the polygon-level masks can benefit
the pixel-level text segmentation in two folds. First, it provides
a prior knowledge to localize the text regions, working as
an attention map to guide the neurons where to pay more
attention. Second, it also works as a posterior probability
map to filter out the false positive regions in a segmented
pixel-level mask. Actually, this type of guidance can also
work in an opposite manner, i.e. making the pixel-level masks
guide the prediction of the polygon-level masks, so that the
segmentation of the two grained masks are mutually guided.
For this reason, we design a dual-task mutually guided neural
network, which contains a shared encoder but two decoders
for the pixel-level and polygon-level masks separately. The
output from each decoder is fed to the other one so as to
form a recurrent loop as shown in Fig. 2(a). The shared
encoder of the two branches extracts common feature maps
from the input image, considering the similarity of the two
tasks and the compactness of the network. This structure
enables us to train the pixel-level text segmentation network
without increasing the annotated pixel-level mask ground
truths as training data but simply adding more polygon-level
masks. Since the ground truth of each training sample may
not contain two types of masks simultaneously, we train the
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Fig. 1. Our pixel-level scene text segmentation results compared with the state-of-the-art. With the predicted masks by our method, text recognition accuracy
of existing frameworks could be improved as seen in the rightmost column, taking CRNN [1] as an example.

network in a semi-supervised manner with a newly introduced loss and a corresponding training strategy. Experimental
results demonstrate the effectiveness of all the newly involved
techniques for our network, and quantitative evaluations also
show that our network outperforms state-of-the-art methods
as shown in Fig. 1, 6 and Table II for pixel-level scene text
segmentation task. We also demonstrate that the pixel-level
text mask could work as an attention map to improve the text
recognition accuracy. To summarize, our main contributions
are:
• A novel uniform dual-task mutually guided neural network for text segmentation in polygon-level and pixellevel simultaneously.
• A newly designed loss and customized training strategy
within a semi-supervised fashion, which performs well in
the case of missing ground truth information.
• Ablation studies to demonstrate the enhancement of the
text recognition accuracy brought by the pixel-level mask,
in addition to the involved techniques for our network.
II. R ELATED W ORK
A. Text Detection
Text detection has been studied in the past decade, during
which a large number of approaches were proposed. This task
aims at localizing text regions by polygon or rectangle boxs
instead of pixel-level masks. Existing methods can be grouped
into two categories, i.e. detection-based and segmentationbased. The former ones mostly draw inspiration from the
general object detection frameworks such as R-CNN [10], [11]
or SSD [12]. For example, as the variants of the SSD [12],
TextBoxes [2] proposes a well-designed reference box to
deal with variation of aspect ratios of text instances. And
RRPN [3] handles the orientation of scene text via rotating both anchors and RoIPooling in Faster R-CNN [10].
EAST [4] directly regresses the geometries of text instances.
A common problem for this kind of method is that they are
difficult to handle very long or arbitrarily shaped text. On the
other hand, segmentation-based method converts the problem
of text detection into semantic segmentation. Yao et al. [13]
first produces dense maps via FCN [14], which implies the
attributes of the scene text. Zhang et al. [15] utilizes FCN [14]
and MSER [5] to extract text blocks and select character
candidates. PixelLink [16] obtains different text instances by

predicting the connection between pixels and predicting the
classification of pixels. Although these methods solve the text
detection by segmentation, they rarely obtain pixel-level masks
for the texts so as not to be viewed as pure segmentation
solutions.
B. Pixel-Level Text Segmentation
Recently, as CNNs have achieved the state-of-the-art performance in many computer vision tasks, the fine-grained text
detection has drawn attention in the research community, and
there appears several works focusing on pixel-level scene text
segmentation [9], [17]. For example, realizing that training a
CNN is unachievable due to the availability of less than 3k
pixel-level annotated images in the only two public datasets,
i.e. ICDAR-2013 [8] and TotalText [7], Bonechi et al. [9] propose a weakly supervised method to generate the pixel-level
annotations for COCO-Text [18] dataset and MLT dataset [19],
producing two new datasets COCO-TS and MLT-S. However,
their method follows an explicit manner in three separate steps,
i.e. first they train a background-foreground network (BFNet)
on synthetic bounding-box-scaled images, then they apply this
BFNet to dataset COCO-Text, generating a text probability
map followed by a hard threshold clipping operation, obtaining
the COCO-TS dataset. Finally they use COCO-TS to train a
Segmentation Multiscale Attention Network (SMANet). The
problem in this method lies in that the ground truth dataset
COCO-TS is also machine-generated, its quality is far from
that of human-annotation. Unlike this approach, our network
utilizes the polygon-level masks as weak supervision in an
implicit manner, designing customized semi-supervised loss
for end-to-end training. As a result, our method is flexible to be
generalized for more data and achieves a better performance.
C. Multi-Task CNN
Multi-task learning (MTL) has been widely used in many
applications of computer vision. It aims to improve learning
efficiency and prediction accuracy for each task. A MTL
method is typically achieved by sharing some hidden layers
among multiple tasks. For example, Kendall et al. [20] uses
a shared encoder and three decoders to get depth prediction,
semantic segmentation and instance segmentation separately.
To reduce the learning difficulty, some works decompose a
complex task into multiple related sub-tasks and then fuse
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Structure of our mutually guided dual-task network. (a) The original network with loop. (b) The 2 stages decoupled network for ease of analyzing.

together. For example, Wang et al. [21] utilizes a dual-task
neural network that jointly learns spatial details and temporal
coherence for a video inpainting task, and Cai et al. [22]
proposes a two-stream structure to learn features on both
the trimap adaptation and the alpha estimation jointly in an
image matting task. Following the similar idea, we compose
a dual-task network for polygon-level and pixel-level text
segmentation simultaneously. Additionally, the output from the
two tasks serve as guidance for each other, instead of simply
sharing an encoder or feature maps. As a result, our network
could be viewed as a variant of the classic dual-task network.
D. Application to Video Segmentation
As a semi-supervised method, our idea of using guidance
to facilitate video object segmentation also has application
potential to video segmentation task as [23], [24], [25], [26].
For example, [23] pre-trains a segmentation network using
generic dataset and finetunes it with the labeled first frame.
Similarly, with our idea, a branch could possibly be added to
their backbone network to enable mutual guidance training,
i.e. this branch producing the particular object mask and
the original backbone doing the coarse-grained object mask,
and both segmentation outputs are mutually guided. [24]
applies embedding learning to foreground pixels then uses the
embedding from the labeled first frame and previous frame
to guide the segmentation of the current frame. [25] further
extends this idea to foreground and background to improve
the segmentation robustness. [26] proposes an interactive
framework to perform segmentation under the guidance of
a memory aggregation module that records the information
from the previous interaction rounds. Though challenging,
the mutual guidance idea also has the potential to be applied
in these cases, for example a possible idea is reversely guiding
the optimization of previous frame after current frame is done.
We hope our method could inspire more works in the video
segmentation area in the future.
III. A LGORITHM
Our method is built upon dual-task fully convolutional
neural networks. It takes a single RGB image I as input,
and produces probability maps of pixel-level text OT and

polygon-level text O P as outputs. The network contains two
decoders DT , D P in separate branches, for estimating the
two probability maps respectively. The two decoders share a
common encoder E, which extracts the feature map of I as
E I . The output OT , together with E I , are fed to the decoder
of D P in the other branch, and vice versa. For either decoder,
the output from the other branch serves as a guidance for
the task, making the dual tasks mutually guided. The network
structure is illustrated at Fig. 2(a).
A. Mutually Guided Network
Our network is a mutually guided dual-task network, which
can be viewed as a recurrent network due to the signal loop in
the structure. For ease of analysis, we decoupled the original
network into two phases with no loop as shown in Fig. 2(b).
To distinguish the symbols in the two phases, for any symbol
appearing in Phase 1, we add a prime notation  on it to
represent the symbol in Phase 2. For example, we use G and
G  , as well as O and O  to represent guidances and outputs
in Phase 1 and 2 respectively. And for briefness, we use
κ ∈ {T, P} to represent a pixel-level or polygon-level module
or variable. A set of {X κ } represents both X T and X P where
X is any applicable symbol in our model. For example, {Dκ }
means DT and D P , representing the pixel-level and polygonlevel decoders (detailed in later sections).
In Phase 1, we feed decoders {Dκ } with guidances {G κ }
and produce outputs {Oκ } as intermediate results. Then we
feed the decoders with {G κ } in Phase 2 and produce the final
outputs {Oκ }. For two phases, the input I and the weights
in E and {Dκ } are identical, while guidances in two phases
are commonly various, i.e. G κ = G κ for κ ∈ {T, P}. That is
because in Phase 1, normally we have very limited or even no
information to provide, while in Phase 2 we have the initial
results {Oκ } estimated to serve as guidances. Moreover, here
we design a shared encoder E instead of two independent
ones, not only for reducing redundancy, but also for extracting
the common feature map E I for the successive two tasks.
To summarize, the entire network can be written as follows,

G T = 0,
GP = 0
Phase 1
OT = DT (E I , G T ), O P = D P (E I , G P )
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TABLE I
L AYER C ONFIGURATION FOR E NCODER E AND D ECODERS DT AND D P


Phase 2

G P = OT
G T = O P ,
OT = DT (E I , G T ), O P = D P (E I , G P )

For the structures of E and {Dκ }, we adopted a FCN
including 4 downsampling blocks in E and 4 upsamping
blocks in Dκ . The size of input I is 5122 × 3 so that the
feature maps between E and Dκ , i.e. E I is of size 322 × 512.
We also applied an encoder of the same structure as E to
the guidance {G κ }, to ensure its extracted feature can be well
concatenated to E I , after they are fed to Dκ . For each fully
convolutional layer, the kernel size is set to 3 × 3, and is
followed by a BatchNorm and a ReLU layer. We list the layer
configurations in Table I.
B. Learning Algorithm
Training a pixel-level text segmentation network is not a
straight-forward task. Its main challenge results from the very
limited human-annotated training data. Despite the fact that
synthesizing the training data is not expensive, the trained
model is unable to applied to real data due to domain gap
existence. We realized that due to recent development for text
detection task, it is relatively easy to obtain the polygon-level
mask for an image. So in our problem, each data pair contains
ground truth pixel-level or polygon-level mask only, noted
as MT and M P . Since there is few training data containing
both MT and M P , our task naturally becomes semi-supervised,
which is achieved by a customized loss as follows.
1) Semi-Supervised Loss: Our customized semi-supervised
loss is composed of three parts, including strongly-supervised
and weakly-supervised ones. The former one is the SoftIoU
loss between the output and the ground truth; and the latter
ones include a so-called subset loss and a Conditional Random
Field (CRF) loss.
a) SoftIoU loss: As aforementioned, the training data
provided to our problem, is a data pair I, Mκ  with Mκ
being either pixel-level or polygon-level ground truth mask,
i.e. κ = T or κ = P. If κ = T , we compute the SoftIoU losses
between MT and its outputs OT , OT respectively, making
them strong supervision to the pixel-level text segmentation
task. Similarly, it also applies to data sample if κ = P, so that
we produce a sum of four terms of SoftIoU losses:


− i X i Mκ,i
(1)
L I oU =
lκ · 
i (X i + Mκ,i − X i Mκ,i )
κ∈{T ,P},
X ∈{Oκ ,Oκ }

Fig. 3. Effectiveness of losses L S B and LC RF . (a) The input RGB image.
(b) without L S B enabled, a large false-positive region (green box) is predicted.
With L S B enabled, the polygon-level mask output (d) corrects parts of the
false-positive region, making the region smaller (e). With LC RF involved,
the false-positive region is further shrunk (c). (f) The ground truth of the
pixel-level mask.

where i represents a pixel location and lκ ∈ {0, 1} is an
indicator function to indicate the type of the input data pair,
defined as



1, if I, Mκ   = I, Mκ 
lκ = 1I,Mκ  I, Mκ   =
(2)
0, otherwise
where κ  ∈ {T, P}. lκ works like a switch to enable or disable
the contribution of a loss. Same notation applied for the rest
of this paper.
b) Subset loss: It is a prior knowledge that the pixel-level
text mask should be a subset of the polygon-level mask for the
input image, i.e. OT should be in O P . To model such subset
relationship, we introduce a so-called subset loss defined by a
weighted cross-entropy loss:


LS B =
Z i · L C E (Z i , Yi )
(3)
Z ∈{OT ,OT }, i
Y ∈{O P ,O P }

where L C E (Z i , Yi ) = Yi log(Z i ) + (1 − Yi ) log(1 − Z i ).
This loss penalizes the case if a pixel is assigned by a high
probability of pixel-level text mask but a low probability
of polygon-level text mask, but not vice versa. In other
words, it could potentially reduce the false positive rate if
the polygon-level mask is well predicted.
c) CRF loss: We also involve a CRF loss to refine the
mask output for the branch with no ground truth mask being
provided, written as

(1 − lκ ) · L C R F (X, I )
(4)
LC R F =
κ∈{T ,P},
X ∈{Oκ ,Oκ }

Here L C R F (X, I ) = x  Ax, where x is a column vector by
flattening X, and A is an affinity matrix computed from I ’s
pixel color. Please refer to [27] for more detailed explanations.
Generally, it constrains the neighboring pixels in I with similar
color to hold a consistent label in Oκ , so as to potentially
increase the segmentation accuracy.
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comparison with the case of setting the 4-th channel to our
produced mask. We believe this performance gain reveals that
the mask potentially works as an attention map to guide where
to focus on for the recognition network. We demonstrate this
phenomenon in two state-of-the-art networks, CRNN [1] and
ASTER [28]. Detailed performance values and illustrations are
shown in Table IV(b) and Fig. 9.

Fig. 4.

Illustration of our text recognition network and training method.

The subset and CRF losses are two weakly-supervised
losses. Together with SoftIoU loss as strong supervision, they
weakly take effect to improve the performance. To sum up,
our semi-supervised loss is
L = L I oU + λ1 · L S B + λ2 · LC R F

(5)

where λ1 and λ2 are the balancing hyper-parameters, being set
to 10 and 0.1 in our experiments. Table IV reveals the effectiveness of the two weakly-supervised losses, by comparing
the performances resulted from all losses (Ours) or part losses
(Ours-β, Ours-γ ) involved.
2) Training Strategy: We train the proposed mutually
guided dual-task network with an empirical strategy. Specifically, we divide the entire training into two separate phases.
In Phase 1, we disconnect the loop between the two branches
and train the classical dual-task network directly. As mentioned above, we feed the network with batches composed
of data pairs I, Mκ , κ ∈ {T, P} and the guidance inputs
G T , G P are fed with 0 as there are no such information.
For making the network easier to converge, we only use
SoftIoU loss in this stage. In Phase 2, we connect the loop
between the two branches and add both subset loss and CRF
loss into the total loss. And, we set G T = O P , G P = OT
for the outputs OT , O P are gradually informative. With the
mutual guidance involved, we found the performance further
increased. We demonstrate the increase in an ablation study
in Section IV-C.1.
C. Improving Text Recognition
With the pixel-level mask being predicted, its potential
efficacy to text recognition is further investigated. Specifically,
we modify the input layer of an existing text recognition
network and feed it with 4-channel images (RGB + mask)
instead of the original 3-channel ones. Then we copy the
weights from a pre-trained model of the original version of
the network to this modified network, except for the newly
replaced input layer, which is for further fine-tuning until
convergence (Fig. 4). We found that with this additional
mask channel involved, the recognition accuracy is generally
improved, as demonstrated in an ablation study detailed in
Section IV-C.3, comparing our result with the one by the
original text recognition network (3-channel image as input)
and the one by setting the 4-th channel to a purely random
mask. The random mask is generated by randomly setting
each pixel on an all-zero image to 1 with 50% probability,
and this random mask serves as a dummy channel for fair

IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
A. Datasets and Implementation Details
1) Datasets: The training and validation of our network
involve four datasets of real texts. They are
1) COCO-TS [9]: a subset of COCO-Text [18] with
14,690 images. Each one has at least one polygon bounding
box.
2) MLT-S [9]: a subset of MLT dataset having 6,896 images.
3) ICDAR-2013-WARP [8]: A warped version of ICDAR2013 dataset, which contains 229 training and 233 validation images with pixel-level mask ground truth. The box
for each text in the original ICDAR-2013 dataset is always
rectangle, which is too trivial to serve as our polygon-level
mask. Therefore, we randomly warp each image to generate
ICDAR-2013-WARP for our experiments.
4) TotalText [7]: it contains 1,255 training images and 300 test
images. Unlike ICDAR-2013-WARP, texts here have arbitrary shapes so that the polygon-level masks are complicated enough. Pixel-level mask ground truth exists.
Note that for TotalText and ICDAR-2013-WARP, as the dataset
scale is small (≈ 1, 500), both pixel-level and polygon-level
masks are used in our experiments. However, for COCO-TS
and MLT-S, although the original datasets provide pixel-level
masks for the images, as they are machine-generated and of
low-quality, we ignore them and use the polygon-mask only,
making our experiments run in a highly weakly-supervised
manner for a large scale of images. For ease of understanding,
please see Fig. 5 for a glance of these data samples.
2) Implementation Details: Our code is implemented in
PyTorch, and the whole training usually costs 48 hours by
one NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080Ti GPU. During training
we feed the network with images of size 512 × 512, and
data augmentation including random rotation, saturation, hue,
noise, brightness and contrast is applied for the training
images. As for the 2-phase training strategy, in practice,
in Phase 1 we apply Adam optimizer with a learning rate
of 1.0 × 10−4 to the network with the entire COCO-TS and
MLT-S datasets for the first 24 hours, and then with the
training sets of TotalText and ICDAR-2013-WARP. Then in
Phase 2, the learning rate is reduced to 1.0×10−5 and only the
training sets of TotalText and ICDAR-2013-WARP are left for
finetuning. For our competing algorithms, the dataset setting
is the same as that in our Phase 1.
B. Comparison With Existing Methods
We compared our method with some state-of-the-art ones,
including one traditional image processing algorithm, Maximally Stable Extremal Regions (MSER) [5] + Stroke Width
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state-of-the-art for pixel-level text segmentation, for both
datasets TotalText (in black) and ICDAR (in blue), except on
the TotalText dataset, our precision is the 2nd best with a 3%
lower value. For the mean F1 score of all the validation data
samples, our method is about 3% higher than the 2nd best
in average. We also compute an F1 Top-1 rate (T ), i.e. the
percentage of data each method can beat the others in terms
of F1 score. For the j -th method, its F1 Top-1 rate T j is
calculated as

N
1 
j = 1, 2, . . . , M
1arg maxk {F 1k } ( j ),
Tj =
(6)
i
N
k
= 1, 2, . . . , M
i=1

Fig. 5. A glance of the training data samples from COCO-TS, MLT-S,
ICDAR-2013-WARP and TotalText (a) - (d) for our experiments. In each subfigure, columns from left to right are input images, polygon-level masks and
pixel-level masks. As seen, in COCO-TS and MLT-S, the pixel-level masks
are of low quality so that we do not use them in our experiments.
TABLE II
S TANDARD C OMPARISON . F1, F1 T OP -1 R ATE , P RECISION AND R ECALL
FOR S TATE - OF - THE -A RT M ETHODS AND O URS , IN D ATASETS
T OTALT EXT (B LACK ) AND ICDAR-2013-WARP ( BLUE )

Transform (SWT) [6], five deep learning based algorithms [9],
[17], [29]–[31] and our own network trained using synthetic
dataset. The method of MSER+SWT detects the connected
regions in an image and analyzes each region by SWT,
to finally determine whether the region is a text or not. As this
method has no learning mechanism, its performance is far
from robustness for images with complex background in the
wild. The five deep learning algorithms are state-of-the-art
image segmentation networks [29], [30], which mainly differ
in the structures. As these networks are not originally designed
to support polygon-level mask data, we trained them using
the same real pixel-level mask datasets without the polygonlevel ones. We also trained a model with our network using
synthesized data and then domain-transferred it by real data,
i.e. the method Ours (Synth+D.T.) in Table II. The reason to
add this comparison is that for text segmentation, synthesized
training data is relatively affordable than that for general object
segmentation, while the domain gap between the synthesized
and real data always exists for the final deployment.
1) Quantitative Evaluation: We trained the six networks to
convergence with multiple trials and selected their best results.
To quantitatively compare our method with them, we evaluated
R
) of
precision (P), recall (R), and F1 score (F1 = 2·PP+·R
all the results, and list them at Table II. The data shows
that in terms of the 3 metrics, our approach outperforms the

where N, M are the number of samples and methods separately. We found our method won for nearly 40% validation
data and none of the others has a comparable performance.
We illustrate the curves of F1, precision, and recall at Fig. 7
for the TotalText dataset.
2) Qualitative Evaluation: We list several typical segmented pixel-level text masks in Fig. 6 and Fig. 1 for qualitative comparison, where the examples cover various text colors /
fonts / alignments, complex illuminance, areas in the images
etc. Fig. 6(a) shows a flag of Chelsea and the background
contains similar colors and patterns, (b)(c)(e) shows texts in
various colors and aligned horizontally and circularly, in high
or low contrast conditions. (d) contains texts in very artistic
fonts. (f)(i) show examples with texts captured in complex
illuminance including flares and reflection, making the text
very hard to distinguish and segment. (g) is an example of text
located in a very small area in the image. These challenging
conditions make other methods fail or perform poorly, for
example traditional MSER+SWT method totally fail in almost
all images and the end-to-end CNN methods work unstable
in (f)(i). It is worth noting that, for the method of Ours
(Synth+D.T.), it produces good segmentation result in (c)(h),
as the 2 examples contain texts in regular fonts, which is easy
to synthesize for training. For the rest examples, as the texts
are far from regular, its performance is naturally degraded
due to the domain gap even after a domain transfer being
applied. In contrast, our approach overcame the difficulties
as stated above and produced relatively accurate and robust
results. Please check the values below each image for detailed
illustration in Fig. 6.
3) Fairness: As mentioned above, the 5 competitive methods are not originally designed to support polygon-level masks
so that we did not feed polygon-level mask data during
training in standard comparison. Considering this may result in
potential unfairness, we conducted additional two experiments
on the 5 competitive methods by feeding extra polygon-level
masks just like in our method. To enable the polygon-level
mask feeding, the two experiments were designed as follows:
a) Exp-1: We pre-trained the networks using polygon-level
masks and fine-tuned them with pixel-level masks.
b) Exp-2: We added one branch at the middle layer on each
network and fed these branches with polygon-level masks
for dual-task training.
We also list all the evaluation data in Table III. Please note
that the unmodified methods MSER [5]+SWT [6] and Ours
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Fig. 6. Text segmentation results on TotalText (a ∼ e) and ICDAR-2013-WARP (f ∼ i) validation datasets, by various methods: MSER+SWT, CENet,
SegNet, UNet, DeepLab-v3, Synth+D.T., SMANet and ours (Column 2 to 9). Synth+D.T. refers to training with the synthetic data and then applying domain
transfer. Input and ground truth are shown in column 1 and 10. We list the precision, recall and F1 score under each resultant image, in black, blue and red
respectively.

(Synth+D.T.) are also shown for unified comparison. As seen,
the two kinds of adaption did not bring us better performance
on the 5 competitive methods, as polygon-level masks may
interfere or mislead the training. It results in a relative gain in
F1 Top-1 value for our method, i.e. raising for nearly 10%.
C. Ablation Studies
1) Mutually Guided Network: We verified the effectiveness
of the mutually guided network by an ablation study of involving Phase 2 training or not. The evaluations are compared

in the row of Ours-α (Phase 2 training disabled) and Ours
in Table IV(a). As seen, with Phase 2 training, the F1 score further rises by 1.3% and 0.4% for TotalText and ICDAR datasets
respectively. This demonstrate the guidance takes effects for
both branches. Note that, even for the case without Phase 2
training involved, i.e. Ours-α, our network achieves higher
F1 scores than the 2nd and 3rd best state-of-the-art singletask CNN solutions (UNet, SMANet). It reveals that with more
polygon-level mask involved in training, the shared encoder E
could be finetuned as well. We also show 4 examples in Fig. 8
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Precision, Recall and F1 Score of our method in comparison with the state-of-the-art, on the TotalText dataset.

TABLE III
C OMPARISON W ITH P OLYGON -L EVEL M ASK F EEDING E NABLED IN
T WO E XPERIMENTS ( A ) AND ( B ) FOR 5 C OMPETITIVE M ETHODS
CEN ET [17], S EG N ET [29], UN ET [30], D EEP L AB - V 3 [31]
AND SMAN ET [9]. T HE S AME E VALUATION AND
D ATASETS A RE A PPLIED AS IN TABLE II

Fig. 8. Illustration of ablation study on the effectiveness of mutually guided
network, for dataset ICDAR-2013-WARP (a)(b) and TotalText (c)(d).
TABLE IV

to illustrate the performance gain, where with Phase 2 training
involved, the polygon-level masks provided positive guidance
for the prediction of the pixel-level masks, removing some
false-positive regions. This phenomenon is demonstrated for
both datasets, TotalText and ICDAR.
2) Weakly-Supervised Losses: We also demonstrate the
effectiveness of the introduced weakly supervised losses by
gradually removing CRF and Subset losses. The evaluations
are shown in the rows of Ours-γ (LC R F removed) and Ours-β
(both LC R F , L S B removed) in Table IV(a). As seen, with these
weakly supervised losses removed, the F1 score decreases by
0.2% to 0.6%. We also show an example in Fig. 3 to visualize
the effects of LC R F , L S B . With only SoftIoU loss involved,
there is an obvious false-positive region segmented in (b), and
the region is restrained to a smaller size (e) by involving L S B
because the polygon-level segmented mask has only a tiny
corresponding area (d). Finally, with LC R F taking the affinity
of neighboring pixels into account, the region further shrank
so that the F1 score finally goes from 93.5% to 95.8% (c).

A BLATION S TUDIES ON M UTUALLY-G UIDED N ETWORK , W EAKLY
S UPERVISED L OSSES (a) AND E FFECTIVENESS
C AUSED BY THE P REDICTED M ASK (b)

Even though in this example, the false-positive region is
not thoughtfully removed due to the false prediction in the
polygon-level mask, the performance gain is well illustrated.
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Fig. 9. Working as an attention map to improve the text recognition accuracy,
taking CRNN as an example.

Furthermore, our network can be trained in a semi-supervised
manner, i.e. we do not require both types of ground truth
exist in one training data sample. It is achieved by a newly
designed semi-supervised loss as proposed. We conducted
extensive experiments to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
mutually guided network structure and semi-supervised losses.
Results show that our method outperforms the state-of-the-art
in pixel-level text segmentation. We also demonstrate that with
the predicted mask as an attention map, the text recognition
accuracy could be further improved.
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